We obtained spectra of 74 globular clusters in M81. These globular clusters had been identified as candidates in an HST ACS I-band survey. 68 of these 74 clusters lie within 7
Introduction
The study of globular clusters (GCs) is an excellent way to learn about the developmental history of nearby galaxies, for several reasons. First, they provide a "fossil record" of a galaxy's most intense episodes of star formation. Secondly, since GCs are close approximations of simple stellar populations (SSPs), it is relatively easy to estimate their ages and metallicities spectroscopically. Also, having luminosities of ∼ 10 4 − 10 6 M ⊙ , they are much brighter than most individual stars and can thus be more easily studied photometrically and spectroscopically. Brodie and Strader (2006) provide a comprehensive review of our understanding of GC systems (GCSs) and how they formed. One common finding is that most elliptical and lenticular galaxies (Larsen et al. 2001; Kundu and Whitmore 1998; Lee, Kim, and Geisler 1998) and early-and intermediate-type spiral galaxies (Zinn 1985; Huchra, Stauffer, and Van Speybroeck 1982) have bimodal metallicity distributions in their GCSs, comprised of an old metal-poor (MP) subpopulation and a slightly younger metal-rich (MR) subpopulation. The mean metallicities of these MR and MP subpopulations (Strader, Brodie, and Forbes 2004) and the mean metallicity of the GCSs as a whole (Brodie and Huchra 1991) are found to vary systematically with the mass of the galaxy.
While GC metallicity distributions among galaxies of diverse masses and Hubble types show a systematic pattern, the kinematic properties of GCSs tend to be qualitatively different even among galaxies of similar mass and Hubble type. For instance, while rotation is found among the MR and MP GC subpopulations of the Virgo giant ellipticals M87 (Côté et al. 2001 ) and M60 , the GCS of Fornax giant elliptical NGC 1399 does not appear to be rotating at all (Richtler et al. 2004) . Such kinematic differences are also seen among disk galaxies. The GCS of M31 shows strong rotation Perrett et al. 2002) , while in the Milky Way GCS there is only notable rotation among bulge GCs and very MP halo clusters (Harris 2001) . In contrast to both of these galaxies, M104, a nearby massive S0/a galaxy, shows no signs of net rotation of its GCS as a whole. This result holds even in sub-populations of the M104 GCS divided according to metallicity or galactocentric distance (Bridges et al. 2007 ). Some late-type spiral galaxies in the Sculptor Filament show possible evidence of strongly rotating GCSs (Olsen et al. 2004 ), but Nantais et al. (2010a) did not find clear evidence of rotation in the GCS of the Sculptor galaxy NGC 300, and Mora et al. (2008) did not find notable rotation in a spectroscopic study of NGC 45. These variable rotation patterns in the kinematics of GCSs suggest that similar galaxies may have had very different early formation histories that do not necessarily follow a neat pattern according to mass and/or Hubble type.
M81, an Sab spiral galaxy with a distance modulus of 27.7 (Freedman at al. 2001) , is an ideal target for furthering our understanding of spiral galaxy GCSs. Three spectroscopic studies of M81's GCS have been performed thus far. Brodie and Huchra (1991) (hereafter BH91) observed eight GCs in M81 as part of a multi-galaxy study, with a variance-weighted mean metallicity of -1.46 (unweighted mean -1.08). (hereafter PBH) estimated the metallicities and radial velocities of 25 GCs from a sample of 82 candidates chosen from the Perelmuter and Racine (1995) (PR95) GC candidate catalog. PBH found a mean metallicity of -1.48 ± 0.19, and no clear evidence of rotation, though this result can easily be explained by their having sampled mostly a MP halo population like that of the Milky Way. Schröder et al. (2002) , hereafter SBKHP, found 16 more GCs, mostly MR and projected onto the M81 disk. Combining all spectroscopically confirmed GCs from their own work, PBH, and BH91, SBKHP found clear evidence for GC rotation at intermediate distances of 4-8 kpc, but not in the inner 4 kpc or the outer regions. The mean metallicity of the known GCs up to that time was -1.25 ± 0.13, similar to the Milky Way and M31.
In this study, we will extend the work of SBKHP and PBH by analyzing the spectra of 74 GCs, 62 of them never previously spectroscopically confirmed as clusters. In §2 we describe our data. In §3 we describe our methods of identifying objects. In §4 we provide an analysis of metallicity, including a metallicity histogram and the metallicity of GCs as a function of distance. In §5 we analyze the kinematics of the GCS, including the kinematics of subpopulations and a mass estimate for M81. Finally, in §6 we summarize our findings.
Data
We obtained spectra of a total of 207 extended objects in M81 on the nights of 2006 May 3-5 and 2007 November 13 and 17 with Hectospec on the 6.5 m MMT on Mt. Hopkins in Arizona. Hectospec has 300 fibers of ∼1 ′′ diameter. The number of objects we could observe was limited by how many fibers could be placed within a small region; we could not observe more than ∼75 objects on and near the disk of M81 (within the range of the Nantais et al. 2009b HST I-band images) in a single pointing. We used the 270 line mm −1 grating, with spectral coverage from 3700-9150Å and spectral resolution of about 5.1Å, similar to many other studies on extragalactic GCs. The fibers covered a diameter of 1.5
′′ on the sky.
The objects observed on 2006 May 3 and 4 have total exposure times of 80 minutes (four 20-minute exposures), and the spectra from 2006 May 5 have total exposure times of 60 minutes (three 20-minute exposures). Objects for these three exposures were selected from the Nantais et al. (2010b) catalog on the basis of magnitude, with bright objects preferred over faint objects. The objects observed in November 2007 had 6 20-minute exposures on each night, but four of those exposures on November 17 were affected by clouds, so we combined 8 exposures, 6 from November 13 and 2 from November 17, to create the final spectra. For the November 2007 observations, we gave extra priority to objects with an especially high likelihood of being GCs, based on both their Nantais et al. (2010b) g-r and r-I colors and their visual appearance. We also prioritized observation of objects with low-quality or no prior spectra in either the May 2006 observation run or the existing literature.
Ideally, we would accomplish background subtraction by measuring the sky level using apertures on either side of the object. This would account for both the temporal and spatial variation in the background. However, we cannot do this with a fiber spectrograph. Instead, we observed several sky offset frames each night, each taken about 5
′′ to the north, south, east, or west of the object exposures. For the 2006 May 4 observations, only one sky offset exposure was used to sky-subtract these images, since the rest had sky fluxes either notably brighter or notably fainter than in the object exposures. The spectra extracted using these unreliable sky exposures suffered from either over-subtracted or under-subtracted sky continuum that dominated the object's own spectral features. On 2007 November 17, three of the sky exposures were lost to cloudy weather, so the total November 2007 sky offset spectrum was an average of 9 expsoures. Table 1 lists the observation details for each night: the number of objects observed, the number of object pointings, the number of sky pointings, and the total integration time.
Each CCD image was flat-fielded, bias-corrected and wavelength-calibrated by the SPECROAD 2 automated pipeline. This pipeline uses the "hectospec" package of IRAF tasks specially written at the Harvard-Smithsonian Center for Astrophysics (CfA) to facilitate the reduction of Hectospec data, plus tasks from other IRAF packages such as "mscred" and "rvsao." All files used for bias subtraction, flat fielding, and wavelength calibration (lamp files) were taken on or as near as possible to the date of observation. The automated pipeline followed to its full extent uses the nearest sky fiber from a given pointing in order to subtract the background, which does not account for the very high spatial variation in the background. Therefore, in order to perform sky subtraction, we used object exposure spectra and sky offset exposure spectra produced by an earlier stage in the pipeline process in which sky subtraction and velocity determination had not yet been performed. We averaged all individual exposures of both the object and the sky offset taken during acceptable weather conditions, and subtracted the average sky offset spectra from the average object spectra. Flux calibration was then performed using a standard star spectrum observed on or as near as possible to the night of observation. Any remaining cosmic rays and poorly subtracted telluric lines were removed individually from the final object spectra using the "x" command in the IRAF task specplot in the noao.onedspec package.
Object Identification
Objects were identified by a combination of radial velocity and visual inspection of their spectroscopic features. Any object with a radial velocity greater than ∼ 400 km s −1 and clear evidence of redshifted absorption or emission features was determined to be a background galaxy. HII regions were recognizable by their emission lines near zero redshift. GCs had a red spectrum and discernible old stellar population absorption features near zero redshift, and radial velocities less than 400 km s −1 . Objects with no or very faint emission lines, a blue continuum, and absorption lines typical of a young (A-F) stellar population were labeled as open clusters. The plausibility of a given object identification was confirmed via the HST I-band images. No objects identified in our catalog as having GC-like morphology were spectroscopically determined to be young or open clusters. Since our spectroscopic candidates were chosen based on size information in space-based imaging data, they are almost certain not to be stars. Figure 1 shows the locations of different objects with respect to the M81 disk. Figure 2 shows sample spectra of GCs, including a combined spectrum of all GCs. We found a total of 74 GCs, 47 HII regions, 23 background galaxies, 7 open clusters, and 56 objects with too low signal-to-noise to determine their nature. Of the 74 GCs, 12 have been previously observed: 8 by SBKHP, 3 by PBH, and one by BH91. We have thus identified 62 newly-confirmed GCs. Figure 3 shows the distribution of the radial velocities of all recognized objects -GCs, HII regions, and open clusters combined -within M81. No recognized object that is not a background galaxy has a radial velocity greater than 400 km s −1 or less than −400 km s −1 .
One object, 1859 (Figure 4 ), showed both strong GC continuum and absorption features and notable HII emission. Its HST image resembled a GC, with what may have been a small HII region some 2 ′′ away. We therefore treat it as a GC, and remove the HII emission in order to calculate its radial velocity. The GC absorption features yield a radial velocity of 114 ± 17 km s −1 , while the HII emission lines yield a radial velocity of 35 ± 65 km s −1 . Table 2 shows the positions and radial velocities of our GCs and the 34 GCs from BH91, PBH, SBKHP that we did not re-observe. The first few columns of Table 2 give the ID number in our catalog, in the PBH and SBKHP spectroscopic catalogs, and in the PR95 and Chandar, Ford, and Tsvetanov (2001) (CFT01) photometric catalogs. The next three columns give the RA in hours, the declination in degrees, and the projected galactocentric distance in arcminutes. The final two columns in Table 2 give the radial velocity and its uncertainty in km s −1 . Table 3 shows the positions, velocities, and object types of all HII regions, galaxies, and open clusters. It is organized similarly to Table 2 , but with an extra column after the ID number in our catalog listing the object type: galaxy (gx), HII region (hii), or open cluster (oc).
Our spectroscopic identifications of objects can be compared to the visual identifications in the I-band images in Nantais et al. (2010b) , as a check on the reliability of the visual classification scheme in the Nantais et al. (2010b) catalog. Of the 107 GC candidates we observed, 80 had high enough signal-to-noise to confirm their nature; and of those 80 objects, 73 (91%) were confirmed as GCs, 5 (6%) were found to be HII regions, and 2 (3%) were identified as galaxies. Assuming these spectroscopic results are representative of GC candidates, the vast majority of our GC candidates in Nantais et al. (2010b) are true GCs. We also observed 26 HII region/OB association candidates, 23 galaxy candidates, and 50 "Other" or unclassified objects. All 26 HII region and OB association candidates were found to be either HII regions or open clusters; 24 (92%) were confirmed as HII regions, and the remaining two objects were dominated by blue continuum and were classified as open clusters. Of the 23 galaxy candidates, 17 had spectra with sufficient signal-to-noise to determine the object type, and all 17 were confirmed to be galaxies. Of the 50 "Other" or unclassified objects, only 27 had sufficient signal-to-noise to be identified. One of these spectra (3.7% of the identified "Others") was confirmed as a GC, 17 (63%) were confirmed as HII regions, 5 (18.5%) were confirmed as open clusters, and 4 (14.8%) were confirmed as galaxies. These results, if typical of "Other" objects, suggests, as we found in Nantais et al. (2010b) , that the "Other" category is dominated by young objects such as HII regions, OB associations, and open clusters, with most of the remaining objects probably being galaxies.
Metallicity Analysis
Spectral indices and metallicity estimates were determined using the same methods and wavelength definitions as in Nantais et al. (2010a) , which was based on the Brodie and Huchra (1990) method but using indices calibrated on the Schiavon et al. (2005) Milky Way GC spectra smoothed to 5Å resolution. GC metallicites from Harris (1996) 3 were used for the calibration of index strength to metallicity. Since we did not observe any Lick standard stars, we do not correct our fluxes to the Lick system. We calibrated the full list of 25 indices used in Nantais et al. (2010a) , and chose which ones to use on the basis of both the quality of the calibration and the scatter of the index in the M81 data. We chose MgH, Mg2, Mgb, Fe5270, Fe5335, Fe5406, G4300, δ, and CNR to determine a weighted average of the metallicity. Tables 4 and 5 give the spectral indices we measured. In Tables 4 and 5, the first column is the ID in our catalog, and the remaining columns give the values of the individual spectral indices named in the column header in magnitudes. Below each row of data beginning with an ID number is a row labeled "σ." Each "σ" row lists the 1σ uncertainty in each index, in that index's column, for the object whose ID number is listed in the previous row. Figures  5 and 6 show the spectral indices used for metallicity estimates as a function of the Mg2 index. Table 6 gives the metallicites we calculated. The table is arranged as three sets of three columns each. The first column in each set of 3 (columns 1, 4, and 7) gives the object ID, the second column in each set (columns 2, 5, and 8) gives the metallicity, and the third column in each set (columns 3, 6, and 9) give the 1σ uncertainty in the metallicity. Table 7 shows the linear fits to the Milky Way index-metallicity relations, with the index ID in the first column, the slope (a) and intercept (b) of the [F e/H] = a(index) + b in the next two columns, the correlation coefficient R 2 in the fourth column, and the R I , σ m , and σ s columns as defined in Brodie and Huchra (1990) in the next three columns. In Table 7 our σ s (uncertainty of repeat exposures) estimates are based on the largest dispersion of index values of the four individual exposures (in the same observing run) of the two brightest GCs: 2029 and 743. The dispersions in the index were calculated for each object, and the largest of the two dispersions was adopted as σ s . Ideally, we would use several observations of the same high signal-to-noise object in two or more separate observing runs on two or more different nights, but we did not have such observations. The index differences in repeat observations of objects on separate nights were dominated by the low signal-to-noise of these objects in one or both exposures; therefore, we concluded that the safest way to measure σ s was to use repeat observations of very high signal-to-noise objects on the same night.
Our own sample of 74 GCs has a mean metallicity of −0.96 ± 0.08. Beyond our own sample, there are also 34 GCs from SBKHP, PBH, and BH91 that we did not observe, 33 of which have spectroscopic metallicity estimates. In Nantais et al. (2010b) , we raise the possibility that six of the PBH clusters and two of the SBKHP clusters may have been misidentified stars, but here we shall assume that all objects identified as clusters in the literature are indeed GCs. For more complete analysis, however, we also perform metallicity, kinematics, and mass analysis excluding these 8 objects. Combining our metallicities with those of the 33 clusters from the pre-existing literature, the mean metallicity of the M81 GCS is <[Fe/H]> = −1.06 ± 0.07. If we exclude the 8 clusters flagged as possible stars from the total sample, we find a slightly lower mean metallicity, <[Fe/H]> = −1.09 ± 0.07. The mean metallicity of the M81 sample, with or without the starlike objects, is comparable to the divide between the MR and the MP GCs in the metallicity histogram shown in Figure  7 . Figure 7 displays the metallicities of GCs in the M81, the Milky Way (Harris 1996) , and M31 (Barmby et al. 2000) in 0.25 dex bins. The divide in the M81 sample seems lower in metallicity than the Milky Way and M31 samples, and M81 appears to have somewhat of an excess of metallicities in the −0.8 to −1.1 range. Rebinning the histogram with larger (0.2 dex) or smaller (0.3 dex) bins or shifting the histogram bin centers by 0.125 dex does not eliminate the apparent excess of objects at these metallicities or make the gap between high and low metallicities appear more similar to the Milky Way and M31.
We performed a homoscedastic KMM test (Ashman et al. 1994 ) in order to statistically check for a bimodal metallicity distribution. For this test, we excluded four extremely MR or MP metallicities with very high uncertainty values (low signal-to-noise). The test provides marginal evidence for bimodality (P = 0.143) in the M81 globular cluster system, with subpopulation mean metallicities of -1.55 for the MP clusters and -0.61 for the MR clusters. 53 clusters are assigned to the MP group and 50 to the MR group, with an overall correct allocation rate of 87%. These groupings most likely do not represent the true proportions of MR and MP clusters in M81, due to our suspected lack of MP halo clusters. The results are similar if the starlike clusters are excluded: P = 0.11 and subpopulation mean metallicities of -1.53 and -0.62. The exclusion of the eight pointlike "suspected stars" from PBH and SBKHP also slightly reduces the bias in favor of the MR clusters, with 52 clusters being assigned to the MP group and 44 to the MR group, with an overall correct allocation rate of 88%. Figure 8 shows the GC metallicity vs. galaxy luminosity relations from Nantais et al. (2010a) , which are an updated version of the BH91 relations, with the new mean metallicity for M81 GCs. The position of M81 on the graph is consistent with the general trend for other galaxies.
The mean metallicity of the M81 GCs is higher than the means of the Milky Way and M31. This is likely due to our sample being biased toward inner, MR bulge and disk clusters due to the limited extent of the HST I-band survey. A plot of the locations of MP and MR GCs is shown in Figure 9 . Since our objects were chosen from HST I-band images that did not extend out to the halo, we have only a few objects projected at large distances from M81, and nearly all were observed by PBH, SBKHP, or BH91. However, the objects outside the M81 disk do appear to be more likely to be MP: only 6 MR clusters are projected outside or at the edge of the schematic disk, as compared to 11 MP clusters, a ratio of almost 2:1 in favor of MP clusters. These findings are consistent with our knowledge of the Milky Way (Harris 2001 ) and M31 ) GCSs, in which objects at large distances from the center are preferentially MP. Figure 10 shows the metallicity of M81 GCs as a function of projected galactocentric distance for our objects and for "Literature" objects, which are confirmed GCs from PBH, SBKHP, and BH91. Also shown in Figure 10 is a metallicity gradient, a σ −2 -weighted linear least-squares fit to metallicity as a function of galactocentric radius. The mean metallicity appears to remain nearly constant within ∼ 7 arcmin, and becomes increasingly dominated by MP clusters at larger distances, creating a slight overall metallicity gradient of −0.025 ±0.020 dex kpc −1 . Eliminating the eight starlike clusters from the sample, the metallicity gradient increases to −0.034 ± 0.020 dex kpc −1 .
Figure 10 also suggests that there may be a metallicity gradient among the MP clusters alone. A least-squares linear fit to the MP GCs alone gives a slope of −0.031 ± 0.012 dex kpc −1 . No clear evidence of a metallicity gradient is seen in the MR subsample, but large uncertainties and sample biases make this difficult to determine. In theory, the apparent metallicity gradient in the MP subsample could be an artifact of differences between the metallicity scales of our work and PBH, SBKHP, and BH91. All confirmed GCs beyond ∼11 kpc and most confirmed GCs beyond 7 kpc are from other spectroscopic studies, primarily PBH. However, we find that PBH/SBKHP/BH91 MP clusters alone have a metallicity gradient of −0.045 ± 0.014 dex kpc −1 . Furthermore, if we compare the mean of the metallicities of the 12 GCs we observed that were also observed by SBKHP, PBH, or BH91, we find that our mean metallicity is only 0.11 dex higher than theirs and within the scatter in the mean of the 12 metallicities (< [F e/H] > us = −0.74 ±0.14 vs. < [F e/H] > literature = −0.83 ±0.20). The 0.11 dex mean metallicity offset is smaller than the 0.31 dex drop in metallicity over 10 kpc (half the maximum projected distance of all confirmed GCs) given by the total MP GC metallicity gradient. It is therefore plausible that there is a genuine MP GC metallicity gradient in the M81 GCS. Photometric evidence of similar MP metallicity gradients has been found in other large galaxies, mostly early types (Geisler et al. 1996; Forte et al. 2001; Harris 2009a,b) . A metallicity gradient in the MP subpopulation supports the notion that the MP GCs predominantly formed via in situ (Forbes, Brodie, and Grillmair 1997) or biased accretion (Beasley et al. 2002; Strader et al. 2005; Rhode, Zepf, and Santos 2005) methods, rather than having been accreted from smaller galaxies (Côté, Marzke, and West 1998) . Figure 11 shows the total number of GCs (MR and MP) as a function of galactocentric distance in kpc for confirmed GCs in M81, the Milky Way, and Andromeda within 20 kpc of their respective galactic centers. The 150 Milky Way GC distances are from Harris (1996) and are true distances from the galactic center. The 294 M31 GC distances are for objects labeled as confirmed GCs (classification number = 1, confirmation flag = 1 or 9) in Galleti et al. (2007) and are projected distances. The distribution of confirmed M81 clusters resembles the (absolute) distribution of Milky Way GCs in the inner regions, but with relatively few objects at large galactocentric distances. A two-sided Kolmogorov-Smirnov test indicates a fair but inconclusive probability (P = 0.37) that the Milky Way and M81 distributions are the same within 7 kpc of their respective galactic centers. In the Milky Way, 69% of GCs lie within 10 kpc, 19% lie at distances of 10-20 kpc, and 13% lie at distances greater than 20 kpc, beyond the reach of Figure 11 . In M31, 61% of confirmed GCs are projected within 10 kpc, 26% are projected between 10 and 20 kpc, and 13% are projected more than 10 kpc from the center. In M81, however, 88% of confirmed GCs are projected within 10 kpc of the center, and the remaining 12% are projected between 10 and 20 kpc, with none thus far projected more than 20 kpc from the center due to lack of adequate radial coverage. Thus, our M81 confirmed GC sample appears deficient in halo GCs compared to the more complete Milky Way and M31 samples. As Figures 9 and 10 indicate, our M81 sample is probably deficient in MP GCs as a result of this lack of halo GCs.
To better understand how a bias toward inner clusters may be affecting our mean sample metallicity, we can compare mean metallicities of M81 GCs at different galactocentric distances to those of Milky Way GCs from Harris (1996) and M31 GCs from Perrett et al. (2002) . Excluding about half the R > 10 kpc GC sample from the Milky Way and M31 reduces their mean metallicities (−1.30 for the Milky Way and −1.24 for M31) by only 0.05-0.06 dex. If we do have half of the halo population of M81 in our sample, then perhaps the GCS of M81 is more MR than either of these two galaxies. However, the mean metallicity of GCs in the inner 5 kpc of M81 is very similar to the mean metallicities of M31 and Milky Way GCs within this distance: < [F e/H] > R<5kpc = −1.03 for M81 (−1.05 excluding the 8 starlike objects), −1.00 for M31, and −1.07 for the Milky Way. Figure 12 shows the GC radial velocities as a function of position angle measured in degrees east of north, and Figure 13 shows the mean velocities in 30
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Rotation, Mean Velocity, and Velocity Dispersion
• position angle bins. Overplotted are the peak and outer edge HI rotation curves from Rots (1975) , and a σ −2 -weighted least-squares fit to the rotation curve of the M81 GCs. The formula for the rotation curve is V rot,proj. = V c + V pr sin(φ − φ 0 ), where V c is the mean velocity, V pr is the projected radial velocity (V rot sin(i)), and φ 0 is the position angle of the rotation axis. To deproject our rotational velocities, we adopted an inclination angle of 59
• (Rots 1975 ) and a position angle of 157
• (de Vaucouleurs et al. 1991) . Figure 14 shows the GC velocity vs. position angle at different distances from M81, following the distance binning of SBKHP: R < 4 kpc, 4 ≤ R ≤ 8 kpc, and R > 8 kpc. Table 8 summarizes the kinematics of the GCs at different distances and metallicities. The first column of Table 8 The mean radial velocity of all 108 GCs is -23 ± 4 km s −1 ; excluding the 8 "starlike" objects reduces the mean radial velocity to -24 ± 4 km s −1 . In order to compare our mean GC velocity to a velocity for the M81 nucleus derived from a relatively internally consistent set of measurements, we searched the Center for Astrophysics spectroscopy archives for spectra of the M81 nucleus from the Z-Machine and FAST spectrographs. We found 42 spectra, 15 from the Z-Machine dating between 1978 and 1980 and 27 from FAST dating between 1994 and 1996. All spectra had radial velocities measured via either cross-correlation (like the radial velocities of our GC spectra) or a combination of cross-correlation and emission lines. Most also had heliocentric velocity corrections listed. For those that did not have heliocentric corrections -the older FAST spectra -we calculated corrections using the IRAF task "bcvcorr" in the rvsao package. We applied the heliocentric corrections to each velocity and found an error-weighted mean of -21 ± 3 km s −1 -highly consistent with our mean GC radial velocity.
The GCS of M81 shows strong evidence of rotation as a whole, at a rate of 108 ± 22 km s −1 , roughly half the Rots (1975) peak HI rotation rate of ∼240 km s −1 . This rotation rate is only slightly less than that of the MR subpopulation of the Milky Way (118 km s −1 , Harris 2001), and larger than that of the Milky Way as a whole, yet is modest compared to the rapid rotation rate of 190 km s −1 that Lee et al. (2008) find for the M31 GCS. The exclusion of the 8 starlike objects raises the total M81 GC rotation rate by a statistically insignifcant amount, to 113 ± 23 km s −1 . The rotation-uncorrected velocity dispersion of the M81 GCS is 145 km s −1 , and is unaffected if the 8 starlike objects are excluded. Applying the rotation correction gives a velocity dispersion of 130 km s −1 , similar to that of M31 ). Our high overall rotation rate may be attributable to the bias toward inner, bulge and disk GCs in our sample discussed in §4. We discuss the rotation rates of subpopulations defined according to projected distance and metallicity below.
In Figure 14 and Table 8 , rotation is visibly apparent in the low and intermediate projected distance bins, but less obvious for GCs at large projected distances. The inner sample yields a (deprojected) rotation velocity of 133 ± 40 km s −1 , while the middle sample yields a rotation velocity of 87 ± 24 km s −1 . This contrasts somewhat with the results of SBKHP, who find the greatest rotation to occur among the intermediate-projected-distance GCs. The outer sample nominally has a higher rotational velocity, 101 ± 33 km s −1 , but it is more uncertain. The velocity dispersion of the outer clusters is reduced by only 1 km s −1 when this rotation is applied, as opposed to 4 km s −1 for the intermediate-projected-distance population and 17 km s −1 for the inner population. At intermediate projected distances, the rotation-corrected velocity dispersion is 133 km s −1 , and at large projected distances it is 132 km s −1 , similar to the 130 km s −1 calculated for the entire GCS. At small projected distances, the rotation-corrected velocity dispersion is slightly higher, at 138 km s −1 .
The difference between our results and SBKHP's results may be due to SBKHP having a much smaller sample at R < 4 kpc (18 clusters as opposed to 54), thereby not making the internal rotation pattern as clear as with our much larger inner GC sample. We also checked the possibility that background light from M81, which on average would resemble an old stellar population such as a GC, is contaminating our GC velocities and metallicities. We found 6 sky-offset spectra (5 of them corresponding to the locations of GCs and one to the location of an HII region, all less than 1.6
′ from the center of M81) in which the M81 background light from the bulge was strong enough to extract and analyze separately as if it were a star cluster. The metallicities derived for these background bulge light samples were all around -0.4 dex with little scatter (0.04 dex), whereas the mean metallicity of our GCs is -0.96 dex with a scatter of 0.65 dex. Even the very innermost GC sample, within 2 kpc of the center of M81 and thus most likely to be polluted by M81 background light, has a mean metallicity of -0.94 dex and a scatter of 0.59 dex. We therefore conclude that our inner GC spectra are not simply M81 background light pollution, and thus our velocities and metallicities are most likely valid. Figure 15 shows the velocity as a function of position angle and the rotation curve fits for the MR and MP subpopulations. The MP subpopulation has one significant outlying cluster, 1352 (marked with an "x" in Figure 12 ). It is a very bright (I = 16.83) cluster located about 0.66 ′ from the nucleus, with a radial velocity of 353 ± 12 km s −1 . If this object is included in the least-squares weighted fit to the MP rotation curve, the MP GC rotational velocity is increased to a large value (161 km s −1 ), and correcting for the rotation actually increases the velocity dispersion from 142 km s −1 to 154 km s −1 . We find the best rotational velocity fit, giving the greatest reduction in MP GC velocity dispersion, by using σ −2 weights and excluding Object 1352. MR GCs rotate at about 122 km s −1 , while MP GCs rotate at about 67 km s −1 if they rotate at all. The MP velocity dispersion is reduced by only 1 km s −1 when the rotation correction is applied, and the uncertainty in the rotation velocity is quite large (38 km s −1 , nearly half the magnitude of the rotation velocity itself). This is similar to what is found in the Milky Way (Zinn 1985; Harris 2001) , where inner, MR bulge/disk GCs rotate significantly but the MP halo population as a whole does not.
We can also revisit the effects of Object 1352 on the total and inner M81 GC rotation rates. Recalculating the total rotation curve without Object 1352 gives V r,tot = 93 ± 17 km s −1 (down from 108 km s −1 ), V 0 = -29 ± 11 km s −1 , and φ 0 = 280
• . Recalculating the inner rotation curve minus Object 1352 gives V r,tot = 102 ± 29 km s −1 (down from 133 km s −1 ), V 0 = -34 ± 19 km s −1 , and φ 0 = 271 • . We then compared the rotation-corrected velocity dispersions including and excluding Object 1352, calculated by subtracting each GC's predicted radial velocity using the above rotation curve results from its actual radial velocity and finding the dispersion of these adjusted velocities. The total rotation-corrected velocity dispersion (including 1352) increases slightly to 131 km s −1 , and the inner rotationcorrected velocity dispersion (including 1352) is slightly improved at 138 km s −1 . Thus, Object 1352 increases the rotation velocities in these subsamples by about 1 σ, but does not have a drastic effect on the velocity dispersion as with the MP GCs.
Overall, the analysis of rotation rate as a function of distance and metallicity suggests that, while there may be some rotation among outer GCs and possibly MP GCs, the most obvious rotation is among inner and MR GC populations, much as in the Milky Way. Since GCs within the inner 4 kpc make up half our sample, and MR GCs within the inner 4 kpc make up a full quarter of our sample, the overall rotation rate we observe is most likely biased toward high values due to the overrepresentation of M81's rapidly rotating bulge/disk GC population. However, unlike in the Milky Way, there is some evidence for relatively weak rotation among GCs at distances greater than 4 kpc and possibly (though this is less clear) among MP GCs. More MP halo GCs in M81 would need to be spectroscopically confirmed, from a survey covering larger galactocentric distances, to better understand the kinematics of M81's GCS.
Mass Estimates
The velocity dispersion of all 108 GCs, corrected for the mean uncertainty in velocity, is 145 km s −1 . Using the projected mass estimator (Heisler, Tremaine, and Bahcall 1985) , assuming isotropic orbits and subtracting a systemic velocity of -34 km s −1 from all GC velocities, the 108 clusters yield a mass of (1.64±0.28)×10
11 M ⊙ for M81. The 100 non-starlike clusters yield a total projected mass of (1.56 ± 0.27)×10
11 M ⊙ . Errors are estimated using the bootstrap method, randomly resampling from the original set of v 2 r values 10,000 times. Our total M81 mass is considerably smaller than previous determinations (∼4 ×10 11 M ⊙ in SBKHP and PBH), but this seems to be because most of our clusters come from the inner regions, leading to smaller v 2 r values on average. Our mass is similar to the Rots (1975) total mass estimate of 1.7 ×10 11 M ⊙ . Mass estimates as a function of maximum distance from the center are shown in Table 9 . The first column lists the number of clusters in each subsample defined by a maximum galactocentric distance. The second column lists the maximum galactocentric distance of each subsample. The third column lists the projected mass estimate derived from all clusters within that projected distance.
Summary
Overall, we find the GCS of M81 to be similar to those of M31 and the Milky Way. A KMM test provides modest statistical evidence that the M81 GC system has a bimodal metallicity distribution, with peaks in the metallicity distribution similar to those of M31 and the Milky Way. The mean metallicity of 107 GCs is -1.06 ± 0.07, which is higher than those of M31 or the Milky Way. The high mean metallicity is most likely due to our sample being artificially biased toward inner, MR clusters. There is evidence of a metallicity gradient in the GCS as a whole, and in the MP GC subsample as well. The GCS as a whole appears to be rotating, with the strongest rotation found among MR GCs (as in SBKHP) and GCs in the inner 4 kpc, in contrast to SBKHP who found the most rotation in the 4-8 kpc range. MP GCs seem to be rotating at a slower rate than MR GCs if at all. This pattern of strong rotation among inner and MR clusters and relatively weak or no rotation among outer and MP clusters is reminiscent of the Milky Way.
Future studies could improve both our understanding of the MP and MR subpopulations, and of the global properties of the M81 GCS as a whole. Background subtraction is a relative weakness of this study that affects inner GCs most strongly, and therefore long-slit individual spectroscopy on known clusters projected onto the M81 disk might help confirm or deny our results for strong rotation of the innermost GC populations and MR clusters. A more comprehensive study of the MP halo cluster system, perhaps done with a multi-fiber spectrograph, would help to confirm the rotation or lack thereof among the outer and MP subpopulations, and better constrain the overall rotation of the M81 GCS. Note. -iterature spectroscopy IDs in parentheses represent objects for which low signal-to-noise spectra were obtained by PBH, but the objects were not confirmed as clusters. PR/PBH object 50388 was originally labeled as a star, but we find it to be a GC. Object 1859, a GC overlapping with an H II region, was cleaned of emission lines before its velocity was determined, so as to find the velocity of the GC rather than the H II region. 
